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We Sit at the Feet of James MacGuire  
Mitch Stamm and James MacGuire 

 
Mitch: We speak of standing on the shoulders of those who have gone before us, but 
seldom do we speak about standing on the shoulders of those who are among us.  Nor 
do we speak about sitting at their feet and listening to them.  Gentleman, raconteur, 
and exacting baker, James MacGuire is our link to the past.  We may stand on his 
shoulders, but when he speaks, we sit and listen with open hearts.   
 
Initially, James MacGuire’s soft spoken delivery conceals his passion, knowledge, and 
experience.  His tell-tale word choices and sentence structure reveal a dry, sophisticated 
wit.  Listen longer, and you realize you’re in the rarefied company of a baker/baking 
historian, but, not in the academic sense. James walked and baked with the giants, 
becoming one himself.  His contributions to Bread Lines are legendary and bear witness 
to his story.  They are laden with facts, cultural and historical relevance, and personal 
experience.   
 
 I was part of a group that visited James in Montreal last summer.  He served us 
homemade croissants.  As you might imagine, they were excellent.  Some of the details 
have faded from my memory, but the level of excitement and appreciation still 



reverberates in my mind.  Buttery, flaky, and delicious, they reminded us that a 
croissant is about the baker; not the sheeter, blast freezer, controlled environment, 
ameliorants, ice packs, etc.  Nothing has faded from my memory of us sitting around the 
kitchen table while James spoke about butter, lamination, industrial vs. artisanal 
Viennoiserie, and baking history.  Except for interrupting with a few questions, we were 
spellbound.  The following day, an invigorating conversation on the six-hour drive home 
was fueled by our excitement from the night before.  
 
I asked James to share something about home baking during the pandemic.  He chose 
brioche. I hope I’m not overstating it, because he subtly reminds us that just as 
tomatoes have evolved for shipping, brioche has evolved to accommodate intensive 
mixing.  Modern brioche is large due dough mass, not lightness.  I encourage you to try 
this at home.   
 
I wanted to share the article with you as James submitted it.  It’s a handmade article 
about handmade brioche.  You will see it again in BBGA format in the summer issue of 
Bread Lines.  I want you to see the before and after so you see how much work is 
required.   It seems appropriate to share it now while we’re baking at home, and it 
provides an opportunity to salute the army of volunteers that work on Bread Lines.  Your 
work makes Bread Lines possible and as great as it is.  A tip of the toque, bandana, 
beret, or whatever you wear and a huge thank you. 
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Galette Bressane is made in and around Lyon, France. In this example for 5 - 6 people, 450 g of brioche 
dough rolled to a 12'' round, proofed and egg washed, topped with streusel made with 50 g granulated 
sugar mixed with 7 g of butter. 

 
 

James: Since many bakers have been spending more at home than usual and perhaps 
without access to a mixing machine, I propose brioche mixed by hand. And though a 
machine could be used, the context of hand mixing might allow readers to set aside 
generally accepted notions about brioche, follow some directions, and judge this 
different outlook by the results. 
               
Brioche is one of the glories of French pastry. Yes, pastry. Brioche is not bread, and 
despite similarities is certainly not a subset of Challah. When whoever it was---it wasn’t 
Marie Antoinette---said ‘’Let them eat brioche’----the irony that people perceived was 
because brioche is an ethereally light luxury product that when very fresh, disappears on 
the tongue. Tough dough makes chewy pastry. A Parisian brioche (a large brioche à 
tête) should look like a billowy hot air balloon about to make its ascent to the clouds, 
not two perfectly round balls of dough on top of one another, like a snowman. The 
Nanterre shouldn’t look like perfect eggs in a crate but instead should rise dramatically 
and slightly unpredictably up and outward from the confines of the mold. Brioche in 
France is no longer quite what it once was. Though there’s no particular religious 
connection, it was a Sunday treat, harmless self indulgence. Old guys seem to be better 
at making it, and François Lamé, the life of the party at La Fête Du Pain in Paris is 
especially good at it. It was he who suggested the alternate mixing method which works 
the butter into the flour as a first step. A yeast sponge with milk is traditional and adds 
necessary strength to the, the first addition of eggs is added to the flour-butter mixture, 



and the rest of the egg is gradually added as bassinage at the end. Although the dough 
should have strength, it won’t be smooth and doesn’t have to be. Bulk fermentation, 
overnight refrigeration, and banging around with a rolling pin before dividing will that 
care of it.  
 
 



Minimum Knead Brioche (500 g total flour) 
 
Total ingredients                                       Sponge        Dough 
500 g flour                                 100%        125 g           375 g    
250 g unsalted butter                  50%                              250 g 
300 g whole egg                          60%                              300 g 
105 g milk                                   21%           105 g                                          
45 g sugar                                       9%             2 g              43 g           
10 g salt                                          2%                                10 g 
8 g instant yeast                           1.6%              2 g             6 g 
 
                                                                                      Total sponge 1218 g 
The night before making dough 
Yeast sponge  
125 grams flour 
2 grams instant yeast 
5 grams granulated sugar 
105 grams whole milk 
237 grams approximate total 
 
---Mix the yeast and sugar into the flour. Add the milk and knead to form a rough 
 dough---a few minutes is enough. After 5 minutes briefly remix. Cover well with plastic 
and allow to rise a room temperature for 2 hours. Refrigerate overnight. 
 
The next day: 
---Get ready one hour befrore making the dough:  
 
---Remove the yeast sponge from the fridge to warm to room temperature. 
 
--- ‘large’ eggs are supposed to weigh 50 grams, but chickens are rarely that attentive, so 
break 7 eggs into a large bowl and whisk until smooth. This will be doled-out for dough 
‘autolyse’, bassinage, and leftovers for egg wash)  
 
-=Weigh the dough butter and put it into a large bowl with the dough flour. . 
 
For the dough: 
• Work the butter into the dough flour as for making pie dough 
• Weigh 225 g of egg and whisk the dough sugar in until it’s dissolved. 
• Add the egg/sugar to the flour mixture and mix until smooth. In fact, mix it until it’s 

wat too mixed for pie dough and starts to become elastic. Allow to rest for 15 – 20 
minutes. This in fact is an autolyse. 

• Add the sponge in one whole piece as thoughit were a blanquet over the autolyse, 
and work them together until smooth and there are no visible specs of levain. This 
will add visible strength and cohesiveness, perhaps 3 minutes. Allow to rest for 5 
minutes. 



• Sprinkle the dough yeast over the dough. Stretch the sponge over the autolyse as 
though it were a blanket. Weigh 75 g of egg and whisk in the salt.  

• Bassinage: Add the 75 g of eggs in 3 or 4 additions, mixing for about two minutes 
each time and waiting 5 minutes or so between each. It’s important to note that 
though it should be structures and muscly, and though sticky, consistent enough 
to be able to be lifted out of the bowl in 1 piece, it won’t be completely knit. This 
is normal, and will change by the time it’s ready to be shaped the next day. 

• Once the dough is ready, cover it, and allow it to rise at room temperature for 1 hour 
with a fold after 30 minutes. 

•  Give the dough a fold, refrigerate, give a fold after 40 minutes in the fridge, and 
leave overnight. 

To shape and bake the brioche: 
• Brioche can be sticky and a bit messy to shape, but it’s best to let it dough warm to  

55 F or so before shaping and to bring back the elasticity lost in the fridge by 
working it before shaping. Place it on a lightly floured work surface, and sprinkle it 
lightly with flour. Bang it energetically with a rolling pin until flattened, fold the 
dough into 3 and repeat.   

• If you’re at home, you may not have a fancy fluted round mold for brioche 
Parisienne (brioche à tête). No matter. You can use a buttered 8 ¾’’ x 4 ¾’’ pound 
cake mold which will require 600 g of dough which you can simply shape as a loaf 
or divide into 8 x 75 g balls to make a brioche Nanterre (for other sizes, you’ll need 
460 g of dough per liteer of mold capacity). In my trial, I made 1 Nanterre and used 
the remaining 450 g or so to make a Galette Bressane (see note). 

• You’ll need a proofbox. I used the oven, heated up beforehand and maintained with a 
pan of hot water which also provides humidity and checking with a thermometer for 
a temperature of 82-85 F. More than this and the dough’s structure might weaken 
and the butter might leak out. 

• The rising time is usually about 120 minutes depending upon the proofbox 
temperature. The pieces are ready when an indentation made with a fingertip 
disappears completely after about 2 seconds. Even before baking, it should look 
billowy and light, risen well abouve the mold seemingly as far as it can safely go.. 

• Egg wash with the leftovers of the whole egg with a bit of salt. Egg washing a while 
ahead of time and adding a second coat just before putting it into the oven yields a 
more impressive shine, but also makes the result taste more eggy. 

• Preheat the oven to 400-425ºF. Baking times will vary. Burned is never a good idea, 
but there must be enough crust formation so that it doesn’t soften on cooling and 
make the brioche collapse, and a rich brown color is necessary for full flavor.  

 


